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SOVIET FISHERY INVESTiGATIONS CONDUCTED IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN 

Abstract 

Soviet oceanological and fishery investigations in the 
Southern Ocean have been carried out respectively sLnce 
1946 and 1961. More than 150 expeditions have been 
undertaken until .now. The results of investigations are 
outlined in brief. Species composition, the distribution 
of hie-resources, bio-productivity and food chains of 
marine organisms in Antarctica have been found to be 
closely connected to the latitudinal vertical and circum
Antarctic patterns of the water structure to the south of 
the Antarctic convergence. 

Two different natural zones have been identified: the pack 
ice area and open water area. The ecosystem cO!l'ponents, 
their status patterns of primary and overall productivity 
and existing food chains are discussed. Antarctic krill is 
the principal plankton fonn in the zone of the pack ice. 

2 
The average annual level of krill production is 24-70 g/m 
in this area . Some local small. ecosystems along the area 
of the Antarctic current influence and within the shelf 
areas of sub-Antarctic islands have also been determined. 
The average estimations of fish productivity for the 
different parts of Antarctic waters are provided. The 
attention of the CCAMLR Scientific Connnittee has been 
drawn to particular scientific problems. 

ETUDES SOVIETIQUES SUR LA PECHE DANS L'OCEAN AUSTRAL 

Resume 

Les etudes oceanologiques et les etudes sur la peche 
menees par les Sovietiques dansl'ocean Austral se 
poursuivent, respectivement, depuis 1946 et 1961. Plus 
de 150 expeditions ont ete entreprises jusqu•~ ce jour. 
Les resultats de ces etudes sont brievement presentes. Il 
a ete constate que la composition des especes, la 
repartition des ressources biologiques, la productivite 
biologique et les chaines trophiques des organismes marins 
en Antarctique etaient liees de tres pres aux formes 
lati tudinale_s, vertical es et circum-antarctiques, de la 
structure des eaux au sud de la convergence antarctique. 

Dewc zones naturelles differentes ont ete identifiees: 
la zone de la banquise et la zone de la haute mer. Les 
composants de l'ecosysteme, leurs formes de productivite 
primaire et generale et leurs chalnes trophiques actuelles 
sont discutes. Le krill antarctique est la forme majeure 
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de plancton dans la zone de la banquise. Dans cette zone, 
le niv~au annuel moyen de production de krill est de 24 a 
70 g/m. L'existence de petits ecosystemes locaux a egalement 
ete etablie le long de la zone d'influence du courant 
antarctique et sur les plateaux continentaux des iles 
subantarctiques. Sont fournies les estimations moyennes de 
la productivite de poissons pour les differentes regions des 
eaux antarctiques. L'attention du Comite Scientifique de la 
CCAMLR a ete attiree sur certains problemes scientifiques. 

COBETCKHE P~EOX03H0CTBEHH~E MCCTIE~OBAHHH, IlPOBEnEHH~E B ~~HOM 
OKEAHE 

Pe3IDMe 

CoBeTCKHe OKeaHonorHqecKHe H p@60X03H8CTBeH
H~e HCcnenoBaHHH B ~~HOM OKeaHe npoBOnHTCH C 
1946 r. H c 1961 r. COOTBeTCTBeHHO. 3a 3TO 
BpeMH 6bl.7lo npoBenetto 6onee 150-TH 3KcnenHIUi8. 
KpaTKO onHCHBaIDTCH pe3ynbTaT~ HCCnenoBaHH8. 
Etmo ycTaHoBneHO, qTO BHnoB08 COCTaB, pacnpe
neneHHe 6HopecypcoB, 6HonponyKTHBHOCTb H Tpo
¢HqeCKHe uenH MOPCKHX opraHH3MOB AHTapKTHKH 
TeCHO CBH3aH~ C lllHpOTHOR, BepTHKanbHOR H 
UHPKYMnOnHpHoR CTPYKTypoR Bon K IDry OT AHT
apKTHqecKoR KOHBepreHUHH. 

EblJlH B~eneH~ nBe pasnHqHe npHpontt@e soH~ -
30Ha npe8¢YIOIIUfX nbnOB H 30Ha OTKP@T~ Bon. 06-
cyJK,naIDTCH KOMI10HeHT@ 3KOCHCTeMbl, TeHneHIUiH H3-
MeHeHH8 B nepBHqHoR H o6meR nponyKTHBHOCTH H 
cymeCTBYIOIIUfe TPO¢HqecKHe uenH. AHTapKTHqecKH8 
KPHJib HBnHeTCH OCHOBHbtM BHnoM nnaHKTOHa 30H@ 
npeR¢YIDmHx nbnOB. CpenHHR ronoBOR ypoBeHb 
BOCnpOH3BoncTBa KpHnH B 3TOM paRoHe - 24-70 
r/M 2

• KpoMe Toro, B paRoHe B03neRCTBHH AHT
apKTHqecKoro TeqeHHH H B menb¢OB~X 30HaX cy6-
aHTapKTHqecKHX OCTPOBOB 6bIJlO B~eneHO HeCKOnb
KO He60nblIIHX noKanbH~X 3KOCHCTeM. ~aHH cpen
HHe oueHKH p@6onponYKTHBHOCTH no pa3nHqHblM: 
paRoHaM aHTapKTHqecKHX Bon. BHHMaHHID HayqHoro 
KOMHTeTa AHTKOM'a npennaraIDTCH KOHKpeTH@e Ha
yqH~e npo5neMbl. 

INVESTIGACIONES PESQUERAS DE LA UNION SOVIETICA EFECTUADAS EN EL OCEANO AUSTRAL 

Resumen 

La Uni6n Sovi~tica ha llevado a cabo investigaciones 
oceanol6gicas y pesqueras en el Oc~ano Austral desde 
1946 y 1961 respectivamente. Basta el presente se han 
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realizada m4s de 150 expedicianes. Se resumen las 
resultados de las investigaciones. Se ha descubierto 
que la camposici6n de especies, la distribuci6n de 
recursos biol6gicos, la productividad. biol6gica y las 
cadenas alimentarias de las organismos marinas en la 
Antartida est~ estrechamente relacionadas con las 
patrones latitudinales, verticales y circumpalares 
de la estructura del agua al sur de la convergencia 
Antartica. 

Se han i.dentificado dos zonas naturales diferentes: 
el area del hielo a.la deriva y el area del mar libre. 
Se debate sabre los componentes del ecasistema, sus 
patrones de estado de productividad primaria y total 
y las cadenas alimentarias existentes. El krill 
antartico es la principal forma de plancton en la 
zana del hielo a la deriva. En esta area, el nive1

2 anual pramedio de producci6n del krill es 24-70 g/m 
,Asimismo, se han determinado algunos pequefios ecosistemas 
locales a lo largo del area del influjo de la carriente 
antartica y dentro de las areas de las plataformas de 
las islas subantarticas. Se proporcionan las 
estimacianes promedia de la productividad de peces 
con respecto a las diferentes partes de las aguas 
antarticas. Se llama la atenci6n del Camit~ 
Cientifico de CCAMLR sabre· ciertos problemas 
cientificas. 
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SOVIET FISHERY INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED IN THE 

SOUTHERN OCEAN 

T.G.Lubimova (VNIRO Research Institute,Moscow,USSR) 

First data on the availability and the amowit of the 

specific living resources in the waters near the Antarctica 

were got by the Russian discoverers of the Antarctica -

M.P.Lazarev and F.7.Belli.ngshausen during the expedition on 

boats "Voetok" and "Mirriy" in 1920. Even at that time large 

concentrations of brown spots were observed in the surface 

water layers of the Antarctic Ocean, these spots were created 

by large-size zooplankton, namely, by the Antarctic krill 

named so by the Norwegian whalers. Baleen whales feeding and 

growing in the Antarctic waters in warm time of the year were 

found in the areas of the krill concentrations. 

In 1946, the first expedition was undertaken to the Antarc

tic Ocean, and a scientific group of VNIRO and GOIN was taken 

on board a whaling fleet "Slava". Since that time, the Soviet 

oceanological investigations were systematically conducted in 

the South Ocean. The fundamental investigations of the Soviet 

Antarctic Expedition (SAE) were annually performed either ac

cording to the program of the International Geophysical Year 

(1957/58), or to other international programs. 

Since 1961, complex fishery investigation in the .Antarctic 

Ocean were completed by efforts of VNIRO, AzcherNIRO, Atle.nt

NIRO and TINRO, the results obtained can be considered as a 

valuable contribution into the studies of the oceanographical 

and biological structure of the South Ocean and waters adjacent 
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to the Antarctica. Annually, from 4 to 12 research vessels per

formed scientific trips in the waters of the Atlantic, Indian 

and the Pacific Sectors of the Antarctic Ocean, and, up to 1976, 

87 complex scientific and scouting expeditions were undertaken. 

More than 150 .Antarctic expeditions were made on the whole up 

to the present time. 

During the period from 1961 up to nowadays, complex fishery 

investigations were completed throughout a large area of the 

South Ocean (about 15 mln km2 ) by Marine Institutes of the USSR 

Ministry of the Fisheries, they gave valuable data of scientific 

and practical character. The most productive zones were found 

both in the area of action of the .Antarctic circumpolar current 

and in the area of high latitudes lying to the south of 60°S, 

and general .regularities of the bioproduction formation were 

determined in these waters already early in the seventies 

(:Figs.1 and 2). 

Presently, basic grounds of the rational exploitation of 

the Antarctic bioresources from the ecosystem positions are 

elaborated in essence as a result of the fishery and oceanologi

cal investigations conducted by Arctic and Antarctic Institutes, . . 

Institute of Oceanology of the USSR Academy of Sciences and 

Zoological Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. 

It was determined by us that the species composition and 

the distribution of the bioresources, the formation of the bio

productivity, the character of food chains among marine organisms 

in the Antarctic are closely connected to the latitudinal, Ter

tical and, circwn1J1tarctic zonation of the oceanographical water 

structure of this Area. Two different natural zones ar• 
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distinguished within the area lying to the south of the Antarc

tic convergence in accordance to the latitudinal and vertical 

zonation of the oceanographic structureo They are distinguished 

by climatic and ice conditions, the regularities of the dis

tribution of the main physical and chemical characteristics, 

the biogenic elements, water masses, the specificity of water 

dynamics, the character and the rhythm of the bioproductional 

processes at the initial. levels of the organic matter trans

formation (that of the phytoplankton, zooplankton). 

On the whole, the bioresources of the Antarctic area of 

the South Ocean (to the south of the Antarctic convergence) 

are represented by the most mass groups and species of marine 

organisms both inhabiting always the Antarctic waters and the 

seasonal migrants. Those include mass euphausid species, namely 

the Antarctic krill, a group of the near bottom fish and the 

near bottom-pelagic !oioih~n!a and Qh~e~i£.h1h1d~e.a. a group of 

mezopelagic fish, namely, !!Y£t~h!d.!!e.a. as well as mezo-and-bathy

pelagic squids and marine mammals, i.e. whales and pinnipeds. 

The studies of the species composition of the bioresources 

and the distribution of some groups and species in the Antarc

tic waters according to new paleoclimatical and paleogeogra

phical data, also the studies of the character of their modern 

spatial and quantitative distribution testify to enough clear 

dissociation of the areas, where mass groups and species domi

nate. In other words, the whole complex of the differences in 

the physical environmental conditions Within the Antarctic ~ 

area determines specific pecul.1.arities of the biological struc-
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ture, the essence of which lies in the latitudinal, vertical 

and the circumantarctic zonation. 

The zonation of the space and quantitative distribution 

of the bioresources and, first of all, dominated species and 

groups of marine organisms, the peculiaritie• of their ecology 
a 

and the character of food chains testify to , large scale diffe-

rentiation of the commwiities and the existence of several 

ecosystems within the Antarctic Area. 

First of all, there are two largest eco•ystems different 

by the specific regularities in the formation of their biopro

ductivity, they are the Antarctic circumpolar curren~ and 

closed quasistationary cyclonic gyree adjacent to the outlined 

seas of the Antarctic Continent. The first of the above mentio

ned large ecosystems corresponds to a natural area of the open 

Antarctic waters, the second one - to a natural area of drif

ting ice (Pig.3). 

Natural area of the open Antarctic waters occupying an 

area about 27 mln.km2 is free of ice all year round. !hi.a is 

the area of the constant action of the Antarctic circumpolar 

current, the most powerful circular system of the World Ocean. 

The processes of water lowering dominate there, and the Antarcti 

warm deep water masses prevail in the vertical structure of 

water column. The processes of' the first production formation 

are continuing there during 8-9 months per year, and two maxima 

of the phytoplankton vegetation have place in the spring and . 

autumn time. Copepoda plankton serve.a as base to the secondary 

production, their biomass is kept at a high level in the water 
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column from the surface up to 600-700 m depth during the most 

part of a year that is connected to water lowering. 

Natural zone of drifting ice occupies an area of 19 mln.km2 

this area is free of ice only in summer for the exception of 

stationary fee massifs and shore ice occupying the territory 

about J m.ln.km2• Thie area is that one of the action of large 

scale cyclonic closed circulations timed to the Antarctic out

lying seas. The processes of warm water upwelling prevail here 

and cold water masses. namely, surface and near bottom Antarctic 

water masses are mainly upwelling in the vertical water atruc

tureo Warm Antarctic deep water is practically absent throughout 

the most part of this nature area. The processes of the primary 

production formation are bearing here a sharply expressed sea

sonnal character and continue for J-4 months per year. and, 

there is only one maximum of the phytoplankton vegetation in 

spring time. Bu.phausiacea macroplankton, mainly, the .Antarctic 

Krill makes the basis of the secondary produetion, it• biomass 

is high only in warm period of the year and it is limit• d by 

the upper 100-meter layer. 

A high productivity of the Copepoda sooplank:ton :makes a bas, 

for the existence and the functioning of the pelagic community 

to the first of large ecosystems determined. According to ICl!~ 

ot the USSR Academy of Sciences, an area of the Antarctio cir

cumpolar current, and• especially the Polar Ant~ctio front 

water is an area. where copepod plankton dominate in number, 

that corresponds to the Antarctic convergence and to water• of 

its southern adge. The calculations completed on the base ot 
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the modelling of the copepods annual life cycles, their popula

tions structure_ and functioning, daily and annual P/B coeffi

cients with taking into account the ecological efficiency of the 

second trophyeal level gave the possibility to determine the 

summary production of the mesoplankton as high as 1.3 billion 

tons per year in the area of their densest concentration. A 

high level of the mesoplankton production in the natural zone 

of the. open Antarctic waters and a constant process of · copepode 

accumulation up to 600-700 m depth due to water lowering ensure 

a rich food base to small sized fish -plankton-eaters. 

Investigations conducted in the field of the fisheries 

allowed to determine that the majority of mass species of 

Myctophidae inhabit and perform their reproduction in the waters 

of the Antarctic circumpolar current and they form dence feeding 

and growing concentrations within 200-600 m water colwrm from 

the sur.face up to the bottoma And, the main areas of the meso

pelagic M,yctophidae correspond to the areas of the quasistionary 

zones of waters lowering located in the Polar .Antarctic front 

(Fig.4) • 

. .An average biomass of the whole group of mesopelagic fish 

is as high as 212-396 mln.tons within the area lying southwards 

from 40°S, this up-to-date assessment of their stock condition 

was performed on the base of the mathymatical modelling by IOAN 

specialists. When llYctophidae inhabiting to ~he south of the 

Antarctic convergence were excluded from the composition of 

this group, it was determined as a result of the comparison of 

this assessment to the results got presently to the aotual data 
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of the density concentrations in the areas of their domination 

that the summary biomass of these fish is within the range from 

70 up to 200 mln.tons. 

Up to ten species of the notal and utarctic squids inhabit 

a meeo-and-~athypelagic natural area of the open Antarctic 

waters. It was found that the meso-pelagic fish, namely, the 

plankton-eaters, of them, first of all the K.yctophidae make 

the base of these squids feeding. These squids serve in their 

turn as a feeding base to the sperm whale migrating in the 

Antarctic waters in summer period. In spite of the fact that 

the quantitative data on the production of the a eeo-and-bathy

pelagic squids in the Antarctic area are absent yet, one can 

suppose that their number is very high in this natural area. 

It is known, first of all, that the greatest number of the 

sperm whales are distributed in the Antarctic between 40° and 

60°5, ioe. in the circumpolar current of the Antarctic. It is 

determined, secondly, that the sperm whales catch their food 

in the areas of the mollusks concentrations. 

Thus, the main ecosystem of the natural area of the open 

Antarctic waters is characterized by the predominance of the 

mesopelagic ecological complex of marine organisms existing 

and functioning on the base of a hig.n productivity of th• cope

pod zooplankton. 

The pelagic community of the natural area of drifting ice 

is functioning due to the formation of the high production of 
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the .Antarctic krill, which inhabit ma.inly an area of the out

lying e.eas of the Antarctic Continent. Long-term fishery inves

tigations allowed to find out that the north limit of the 

distribution of the mass concentrations of this numerous 

euphausid is lying according to the limit, where the waters of 

the outlying seas of high latitudinal modification and those 

of the southern outlying district of the .Antarctic circumpolar 

current are ·separated or interactioning. '!'hie limit is going 

along 58°-69°8 in the Atlantic and the western parts of the 

Indian Antarctic sectors and along 62°-65°S - in the Pacific 

and the eastern part of the Indian·Antarctic sectors. 

The areas of !',l.2,h!,1.1,!i!!A~.a- drifting 1d th the current of 

the Weddell Sea in the relatively low latitudes are considered 

as an exception (Fig.5). 

The Soviet specialists suppose that a part of the natural 

area of drifting ice, where the Antarctic krill dominate among 

the plankton end fprm the mass concentrations takes from 13 to 

17 mln.km2• It is natural that the .A.ntaroti• krill •oncentra

tions are distributed unevenly within the area of their domina

tion, the density of their concentrations varies also within 

enough large range depending, mainly, on 

the changeable character of water masses dynamics. !he lowest 

values of the biomass oompose up to 1-2 g/m3 • and the highest 

ones up to 15-16 kg/m3• Baaing on data got as a res~lt of the 

cowiting surveys performed in time of the expeditions of Soviet 

research vessels during a number of years, it was calculated 

that the number of crustaceans of the eldest year-classes at 

separate areas in the areas of the Antarctic . krill domination 
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composed from 47 up to 60 mln.tons on the average, These values 

appeared to be somewhat lower compared to those calculated sqme 

later during FIBEX in different areas of the Atlantic, Indian 

and Pacific sectors of the Antarctic Ocean. But, as an area of 

the counting made only a little part of an area, where mass krill 

concentration are formed, these values oan testify to the fact 

that this species stock level is very high. 

Basing on the comparison of the estimation parameters on 

the production of the copepods and the Antarctic krill and by 

modelling the life period of the population, there were got the 

results showing an average annual production of the last one to 

be as high as 24-47 g/m2 at the coefficient P/B equal to 1o9 

(according to data by IO.AN, USSR Academy of Sciences), and, the 

modern estimations gave the value up to 67 g/m2 per year. Thus, 

an average annual level of the Antarctic krill production is 

within the range from 24 to 70 g/m2 in the area, where this 

species dominates, and, the population production on the whole 

throughout the area of their abundance is within the range from 

)60-600 mln.tons to 1 billion tone on the area up to 15 m1n.km2• 

If one considers to be the most real a value of the primary pro-

duction equal to 100 g/C m2 (Rither, 1963), the level of the 

secondary production determined by us is not too high. Thus, 

EL - SAWED (1978) estimated that the quantity of the carbon syn

thesized by the phytoplankton composes J,ao.109 tons of dry 

matter, and the overall production of the second trophical l~vel 

in the Antarctic Ocean reaches J.8 billion tons. 

Thus, a mass species, namely, the Antarctic krill dominates 

in the bioresourcee composition of the second large ecosystem -
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the outlying seas of the Antarctic Ocean. Due to a high produc

tion of this species in the summer period, a high bioproduction 

is proper to an area lying to the south of the limit of the 

water divergence of a high latitudinal modification of the cyclo

nic circulations of the outlying seas and the southern outlying 

areas of the Atlantic circumpolar current, mainly, the epipela

gical. It is known that the Antarctic krill serves as the main 

feeding base to baleen whales, ice seals and to some extent to 

the near bottom-pelagical Notothenia and Chaenichthidae. It is 

also supposed that some species of the mesopelagic squids 

(2-.3 species) are able to mount to a lower epipelagical and can 

feed on the krill. Besides that, the krill is used as a food 

them by some marine birds. The modern actual data given by the 

Soviet and the foreign authors in the scientific literature tes

tify to the fact that a little more than 200 mln.tons of the 

krill are taken by its main consumers. 

There are local independent smaller ecosystems of the An

tarctic shelf waters on the background of large scale ecosystems 

of the natural zone of open Antarctic waters (the pelagial of 

the area of action of the Antarctic circumpolar current) and a 

natural area of drifting ice (the pelagical of the closed cyclo

nic gyres of the outlying seas of the Antarctica). 

First of all, these are the ecosystems of the shelfs adja

cent to the islands within the area of action of the main stream 

of the Antarctic Current (Kerguelen, Crozet, South Georgia Is

lands, underwater hills Ob, Lena of the Ke~guelen Ridge and so 

on), as well as the ecosystems of the shelfs adjacent to the high 

latitudinal areas of the West Antarctic (South Shetland,South 
Orkneye 
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Islands and so on). Every of these microscale ecosystems is dis

tinguished by its specific character of the physical and biotic 

environmental conditions, its specific character of the composi

tion both of the bioresources and the dominant species, as well 

as by the character of the interrelation among them and the pecu

liarities in the formation of the bioproductivity. Long-term 

Soviet fishery investigations showed at the same time that all 

these ecosystems are characterized by an extremely high level of 

the bioproduction at all the levels of the production cycle and 

by the complexity of the structure of marine organisms communi

ties due to the circwnantarct1c zonality. 

Thus, if large scale ecosystems of the Antarctic pelagial 

are distinguished by more or less simple trophical chains, the 

interrelations among the components of the structure of the micr~ 

scale local ecosystems of the shelf zones are complecated due 

to the deYelopment and the functioning of numerous bottom bioce

noaes. A high productivity of the mesoplankton and the macro

plankton as well as of the food benthos and the nectobenthie 

invertebrates ensure an enough high level of the fish producti

vity in the shelf waters of the area of the Atlantic circumpolar 

current action and, also, in the outlying seas of the Antarctica 

compared to many areas of the Northern Hemisphere shelf waters 

(Fig.4). Shelf waters of the eubantarctic islands lying in the 

area of action of the main stream of the Antarctic circumpolar 

current are characterized by the highest fish productivity. 

Our estimations based on the determination of the actual Yalues 

of the biomass of the dominating near-bottom and bottom-pelagic 

fish showed that the productivity level of the shelf wa-ters of 
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the subantarctic islands reaches 2.0-4.a t/km2
! It appeared that 

the fish productivity was somewhat lower and made 1.3-2.5 t/km2 

in the shelf waters of the natural area of drifting ice including 

the areas of the shelfs adjacent to the Antarctic islands and 

the archipelagos of the West Antarctic. It was determined that 

the Antarctic krill is the main ii_. in the formation of the 

fish productivity both in the natural area of the drifting ice 

and in the natural area of the open Antarctic waters. 

The formation of a high fish productivity in the shelf waters 

adjacent to the subantarctic islands in the East Antarctic is 

based on a high level of the production of the copepod plankton 

and the predatory macroplankton. A high productivity of the ben

thos and the benthonekton invertebrates is of a great signifi

cance to the trophical chain in the shelf waters of the outlying 

seas of the East Antarctic, their biomass reaches 200-250 g/m2 

that prevails an average value of the benthos biomass in the 

productive shelfs of the Northern Hemisphere. 

Thus. long-term native oceanological and fishery investi

gations conducted in the Antarctic Ocean resulted in the deter

mination of the trends in the differencial studies of the struc

ture and the functioning of the discrete communities to a series 

of the independent ecological systems. The ecological pr:tnciples 

detennined nowadays allow. to consider the using of the Antarctic 

bioresources basing not only on an actual estimation of the 

biomass and the number of the mass species populations, but aiso 

with taking into account the ecological importance of any domi

nating species and dominating complexes of marine organisms of 
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separate ecosystems. Such an approach to the using of the Antarc

tic living resources will not involve any detriinent to the rep

roduction of any populations and will allow to keep a structural 

base of the Antarctic ecosystems. 

The Convention on the concervation of marine living resour

ces in the Antarctic Ocean is a base to put into action a compre

hensive international-legal and natural-protection regime in the 

south-polar area of the World Ocean, it signifies a qualitatively 

new stage of the investigations in the Antarctic Ocean. On the 

threshold of the most complex new stage of the investigations, 

namely, that one of the qualitative energy transfer in the A.ntarc• 

tic ecosystems determination, the results got already in the 

bioresources studies taking into account the ecosystems acquire 

a specially important and principal significance. Basing on the 

results got of the oceanographical studies of the Antarctic 

Ocean structure, it becomes possible to pass to the systematic 

analysis within separate communities and the ecosystems. The 

determination of such system variables such as the energy quanti

ty at the trophical levels of the producers and the consumers 

in their turn will allow to determine a balanced cycle of the 

removal and the restoration of the Antarctic living resources, 

that is the main task of the Scientific Committee and the 

Commission. 
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Fig. 1. Areas of Soviet integrated fisheries research in Antarctic waters. 

Fig. 2. Most productive areas of the Southern Ocean. 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the horizontal circulation of Southern Ocean waters and 
the most likely regional distribution of high Antarctic krill 
abundance {Maslennikov, 1980) 
.......,._ - Antarctic Convergence; 

- northern boundary of pack-ice zone; 
::;_.;'._: - extent of high-latitude modification. 

Fig. 4. Regional distribution of high concentrations of Antarctic fish 
4a - benthic fish; 

////## - mesopelagic fish of the open waters; 
_,........... - Antarctic Convergence; 

- northern boundary of pack-ice zone. 

Fig. 5. Distribution of Antarctic krill swarms - - Antarctic Convergence; 
- northern boundary of pack-ice zone; 
- distribution of krill swarms . 

Fig. 1 Regions couvertes par les recherches d'ensemble sur la p~che 
conduites par les Sovietiques dans les eaux de l'Antarctique. 

Fig. 2 Regions les plus productives de l'ocean Austral. 

Fig. 3 Diagramme de la circulation horizontale des· eaux de 
l'ocean Austral et de la repartition regionale la plus 
probable d'abondance elevee de krill antarctique 
(Maslennikov, 1980) 

Fig. 4 

Fig . 5 

- - convergence antarctique; 
- - limite septentrionale de la zone de banquise; 
:;,-::":.: etendue de la modification de haute latitude~ 

Repartition regionale des grandes concentrations de poissons 
en Antarctique 

_,.. - poissons benthiques; 
/////// - poissons mesopelagiques de haute mer; 
......++-,o - convergence antarctique. 

- limite septentrionale de la zone de banquise. 

Repartition des banes de krill antarctique 
- - convergence antarctique; 

- limite septentrionale de la zone de banquise; 
repartition des banes de krill. 
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PHc.1. Pa80Hb1 npoBe)leHHH COBeTCKHX KOMnJieKCH~ pb160X03H8CTBeH
H~ HCCJie)lOBaHHA B. Bo.zxax AHTapKTHKH. 

PHC.2. HaH6onee npo.zxyKTHBHble pa80Hb1 l())l(Horo OKeaHa. 

PHc.3. CxeMa ropH30HTaJlbH08 UHPKYJIHUHH BO.It KbKHOro OKeaHa H HaH-
6onee BepoHTHOe pacnpe.zxeneHHe o6nacTe8 noBbmleHHoro o6H
nHH attTapKTHtiecKoro KPHJIH (MacneHHHKOB, 1980) 
~ - AHTapKTHtieCKaH KOHBepreHUHH; 
- ceBepHaH rpaHHUa npHponHo8 30Hb1 npeR<l>YIO!IlHX 

_.;.·-:. JlbnOB; 
.. ; .. · - pacnpocTpaHeHHe BO.It BbICOKOWHpOTH08 MO.J:lH<l>HKaUHH 

PHc.4. Pacnpe.zxeneHHe o6nacTe8 noBbIWeHHbIX KOHUeHTpauHR aHTapKTH
tieCKHX pbl6 
~ - pb16bl npHnOHHoro KOMilJieKca; 
~ .......,_ - Me3onenarHqecKHe pb16bl OTKpbITOA qacTH OKeaHa; 

- AHTapKTHtiecKaH KOHBepreHUHH; 
ceBepHaH rpaHHU.a IlPHPO.J:lH08 30Hb1 .zxpeR<l>YK>mHX 
Jlb)lOB. 

PHc.5. Pacnpe.zxeneHHe CKOnJieHH8 aHTapKTHt{€CKoro KPH.nH 

- - AHTapKTHt{eCKaH KOHBepreHUHH; 
ceBepttaH rpaHHUa npHponttoR 30Hb1 .zxpe84>yromHx 

. .: · .. Jlb)lOB i 
pacnpe.zxeneHHe CKOnJieHH8 KPHJIH. 

!lust. 1 Areas de investigaci6n pesquera integral . sovi~tica en aguas 
antarticas. 

!lust. 2 Areas ms productivas del Oc~ano Austral. 

!lust. 3 Diagrama de la circulaci6n horizontal de las aguas del Oc~ano 
Austral y la ms posible distribuci6n regional de la abundancia 
.del krill de zonas antarticas altas {Maslennikov, 1980) 

- · - convergencia anUrtica; 
- lunite norte de la zona de hielo a la deriva; 

:.:. ::::•:' - extensi6n de la modificaci6n de la ti tud al ta. 

!lust. 4 Distribuci6n regional de grandes concentraciones de peces 
anUrticos 

• - peces bent6nicos; 
ll////1 - peces mesopelagicos de mar abierto; 
-+-t-H- - Convergencia Antartica ; 
- - lunite norte de la zona de hielo a la deriva. 

!lust. 5 Distribuci6n de cardumenes de krill antartico 
- - Convergencia Antartica ; 
-- - lunite norte .de la zona de hielo a la deriva; 
i_:":·;:.: - Distri.buci6n de los cardumenes de krill. 




